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	The use of electrochemical energy storage systems in automotive applications also involves new requirements for modeling these systems, especially in terms of model depth and model quality. Currently, mainly simple application-oriented models are used to describe the physical behavior of batteries. This book provides a step beyond of state-of-the-art modeling showing various different approaches covering following aspects: system safety, misuse behavior (crash, thermal runaway), battery state estimation and electrochemical modeling with the needed analysis (pre/post mortem). All this different approaches are developed to support the overall integration process from a multidisciplinary point-of-view and depict their further enhancements to this process.
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Lonely Planet Dominican Republic & Haiti (Country Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2011

	“Much more than beach resorts, the Dominican Republic is one of the Caribbean’s most geographically diverse countries, with an evocative colonial history and warm welcoming people.” – Michael Grosberg, Lonely Planet Writer
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	You can trust our travel information because...
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Partial Differential Equations 2: Functional Analytic Methods (Universitext)Springer, 2006
This comprehensive two-volume textbook presents the whole area of Partial Differential Equations - of the elliptic, parabolic, and hyperbolic type - in two and several variables. Special emphasis is put on the connection of PDEs and complex variable methods.
In this second volume the following topics are treated: Solvability of...
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Athens, Attica and the Megarid: An Archaeological Guide (Experiences of Archaeology)Routledge, 2001


	The idea for this guidebook arose from a sojourn of several years in Greece.

	During this period it became clear from visits to many sites that, in spite of

	the large number of tourist guides dealing with Greece (especially with Athens,

	Attica and the Megarid), there was no guide which really filled the need for

	reliable...
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Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems (Nanostructure Science and Technology)Springer, 2012

	Nanoscale Applications for Information and Energy Systems presents nanotechnology fundamentals and applications in the  key research areas of information technology (electronics and photonics) and alternative (solar) energy: plasmonics, photovoltaics, transparent conducting electrodes, silicon electroplating, and resistive...
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Java I/OO'Reilly, 2006
All of Java's Input/Output (I/O) facilities are based on
 streams, which provide simple ways to read and write data of different
 types. Java provides many different kinds of streams, each with its own
 application. The universe of streams is divided into four large
 categories: input streams and output...
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Matrix Methods, Third Edition: Applied Linear AlgebraAcademic Press, 2008

	Matrix Methods: Applied Linear Algebra, 3e, as a textbook, provides a unique and comprehensive balance between the theory and computation of matrices. The application of matrices is not just for mathematicians. The use by other disciplines has grown dramatically over the years in response to the rapid changes in technology. Matrix methods is...
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